How is Gaze Influenced by Image Transformations? Dataset and Model.
Data size is the bottleneck for developing deep saliency models, because collecting eye-movement data is very time-consuming and expensive. Most of current studies on human attention and saliency modeling have used high-quality stereotype stimuli. In real world, however, captured images undergo various types of transformations. Can we use these transformations to augment existing saliency datasets? Here, we first create a novel saliency dataset including fixations of 10 observers over 1900 images degraded by 19 types of transformations. Second, by analyzing eye movements, we find that observers look at different locations over transformed versus original images. Third, we utilize the new data over transformed images, called data augmentation transformation (DAT), to train deep saliency models. We find that label-preserving DATs with negligible impact on human gaze boost saliency prediction, whereas some other DATs that severely impact human gaze degrade the performance. These label-preserving valid augmentation transformations provide a solution to enlarge existing saliency datasets. Finally, we introduce a novel saliency model based on generative adversarial networks (dubbed GazeGAN). A modified U-Net is utilized as the generator of the GazeGAN, which combines classic "skip connection" with a novel "center-surround connection" (CSC) module. Our proposed CSC module mitigates trivial artifacts while emphasizing semantic salient regions, and increases model nonlinearity, thus demonstrating better robustness against transformations. Extensive experiments and comparisons indicate that GazeGAN achieves state-of-the-art performance over multiple datasets. We also provide a comprehensive comparison of 22 saliency models on various transformed scenes, which contributes a new robustness benchmark to saliency community. Our code and dataset are available at.